
Prologue

Stay or go. The lineup is three-people-deep in front of Frank Whitlock. Behind the counter, a

pimply youth rings up chips, lottery tickets and cigarettes with the speed of someone who's

resigned to a miserable lot in life.

Frank consults a joke clock for sale on the wall behind the clerk's head. Numbers 1

through 12 are splattered at the bottom of the white face. Printing at the top demands to know

Who gives a shit? Frank should. He's running late, but he craves the sack of salted peanuts in his

hand and the slice of pizza on the counter under glass. It's pepperoni--Frank's favorite--and

Gillian, his wife, has tortured him with diet food all week because of a lovable little belly bulge.

A hippy wearing flip-flops exits the store. One down, two to go. The clerk shoots for

Sloth of the Month award as he opens the cigarette cabinet to fetch a carton for a hacking

middle-aged woman. The impatient businessman in front of Frank snorts his disgust before he

bails on their shared convenience store adventure, allowing Frank to shuffle into the vacated

space. To subdue his own growing impatience for food, he considers items for sale that he'd

secretly enjoy owning. Top picks are sunglasses with freaky eyeball holographs, a lighter shaped

like a fire extinguisher and a bacon-scented air freshener.

The carcinogenic woman waddles out. After Frank tosses the peanuts onto the counter
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and orders two slices of pepperoni pizza, a lonely bouquet of yellow roses captures his attention.

There is a 50% off sticker on the ripped plastic sheathing and the curled edges of the flowers are

brown. Frank sets them on the counter beside the peanuts, earning a look of disbelief from the

pimply youth. That morning, Frank and Gillian argued over the usual nothing. At the beginning

of their relationship, Frank accidentally discovered a post-fight strategy that works every time.

He finds a cheap, ridiculous gift for Gillian, some flawed thing that appeals to her dark sense of

humor. Now, after fifteen years of marriage, crappy flowers will say I love you better than a

costly florist's arrangement could. As Frank pays the bill, the clock's black hands tick through

dead time.

Frank stuffs the last bite of greasy pizza into his mouth as he checks a Timex that still works

despite a cracked face. Gillian should be on her lunch break at the fast food restaurant where

she's been gainfully underemployed since her teens. He's late for an appointment with clients

who have threatened to cancel his services over repeated lateness. Even so, the discounted roses,

now wilted from the heat in the van, are in an ideal state for delivery.

As he enters the restaurant, he spies Gillian out on the floor, speaking with a customer.

Even wearing a brown and tangerine Chunky Chicken uniform, Gillian is so hot Frank thinks he

could fry chicken on her dusky skin. At 5'11" she's almost as tall as Frank, with a perfect body

despite a healthy appetite and having given birth to their son thirteen years ago. One long-

fingered hand is on a jutted hip and her full lips are parted in a smile. Frank, an average-looking

man, somehow hit the marriage jackpot.

  The customer making Gillian smile is a male of about forty who looks out of place with
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  The customer making Gillian smile is a male of about forty who looks out of place with

his impeccable grooming. As he closes the gap, Frank briefly regrets the unkempt state of his

own bristly face and dirt-packed fingernails.

Gillian is caught up in her conversation with the man. Frank springs the flowers on her

before she notices his approach, with a clownish, "Ta-da." Instead of laughing at the joke,

Gillian shifts back on her heels, putting a few inches of space between her hip and the man's

table. Her eyes widen in annoyance she tries to hide. Frank tucks a bit of newly gained wisdom

into his brain: Don't make private apologies in public places.

Frank catches a glimpse of what looks like a real Rolex on the customer's wrist. The man

should go back to reading his paper, but his sardonic eyes watch Frank and Gillian instead.

"Sorry, baby," Frank says as he leans in for a kiss, aiming for lips, but getting cheek, "for this

morning."

"Cheater," Gillian says. For a split second Frank thinks his wife has developed a crazy

suspicion that he's been unfaithful to her. He only realizes she's referring to his pepperoni breath

when she touches his belly bulge.

"Busted," Frank admits with a boyish smile.

He's in the sweltering van, about to drive away from his epic failure, when something triggers

the shrill alarm of a Porsche 911 he's parked beside. No one is near the car, but a motion draws

Frank's attention to the restaurant's window. With one hand Mr. Rolex holds up a fob to turn off

the car's alarm system. With the other, he raises his Chunky Chicken takeout cup in a silent toast

to Frank.

"Touché, pal," Frank says. As he speeds toward the clients who will probably fire his ass
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"Touché, pal," Frank says. As he speeds toward the clients who will probably fire his ass

for arriving late yet again, he convinces himself there is no need to worry about Gillian and

some rich handsome man. If there's one thing he knows for sure it's that he can trust his wife.
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The good news is the dinner table has been set. The bad news is that Helena, Detective Harvey

Sam's thirteen-year-old stepdaughter, expressed her outrage at being asked to help by slamming

down the plates, cups and cutlery upside-down and wrong way up. Harvey gives a pot of

spaghetti noodles a hard stir it doesn't need. "Good job, kiddo," he says, keeping the tone light.

"Yeah," Helena sneers, "right, detective."

According to Romy, Harvey's wife of one year, he's supposed to pick his battles with the

child. With so many to choose from, it should be easy to pick just one. There's Helena's

obsessive death-themed house decorating, her poor grades; the constant detentions; mistreatment

of her mother and brother; plus the snotty way she puts the emphasis on "detective."

Six years ago, Helena was the only person who would've been able to identify a violent

kidnapper's car, but Harvey and his team failed to complete Helena's witness interview.

Abduction survivor, Gabriel Wheeler, spent months in captivity needlessly. Now the boy is

Helena's best friend, and she won't forgive Harvey for failing to ask her the questions that would

have saved Gabriel sooner. But why should she when Harvey can't forgive himself.

Seven-year-old Mark, Harvey's delightful stepson and enthusiastic kitchen helper, offers
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a heaping bowl of torn lettuce leaves for his inspection. As usual, the sunny little boy has a smile

on his face that matches the happy face logo on his yellow T-shirt.

"Great job, pal," Harvey says. "I think that might be enough of the green stuff, though.

How about some cherry tomatoes for color?" Harvey watches without comment as Mark dumps

an entire container of tomatoes onto the lettuce.

Helena rips a sheet of paper towel from a roll, draws a skull in black felt, then sets her

artwork on one of the upside-down plates. "I have to eat right now," she says. "I'm going over to

Gabriel's. His parents are taking us to the fair."

Harvey improves Helena's skull drawing with Mark's crayons by adding a lipstick smile,

red cheeks and yellow curls. "Wednesdays are family night," he reminds her. "Besides, I've

developed a new Monopoly strategy. I'm taking you down, girl."

"Romy said I can go," Helena huffs.

It disturbs Harvey to hear how crotchety he sounds when he says, "Well, this is a school

night and your mother didn't inform me."

"As if she has to. It's not like you're my father."

Despite being raised to believe he has a genetic responsibility to procreate with a First

Nations woman, Harvey's various stepchildren are all melanin-challenged. Helena is so pale

she's a match to Elmer's Glue. No one would ever mistake her as his biological daughter.

The screened kitchen door squeaks open and Romy shuffles in from her day at work,

weighted down by a caddy of housecleaning supplies. In the years since the car accident that left

Romy both widowed and severely injured, the best efforts of plastic surgeons have done little to

reduce the scarring. Even so, Harvey only sees beauty when he looks at his wife.
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"Tell Detective Harvey Sam you promised I can go to the fair," Helena demands as

Romy sets down her load.

"I did say she could go." The exhaustion in Romy's voice is a sad thing Harvey would

like to take from her and tuck into a warm bed with a teddy bear for comfort.

Mark climbs down from the stool, holding the salad bowl. A cherry tomato tumbles to

the floor as he carries his treasure over to his mother. "I made salad!" he says.

"Yum," Romy says, "but I'll have to eat mine later, honey." She turns her face to accept

Harvey's kiss, then rests her head on his shoulder as he wraps his arms around her waist.

"Another headache," she says. "A bad one. All day."

"We can wait on supper," Harvey offers. "Rest a bit." Wednesday family dinner followed

by games and popcorn is the glue that holds together the pieces of their broken and patched-up

family. No matter how poorly she feels Romy pulls herself together enough to participate.

"No, we can't," Helena whines. "If we have to wait for Romy's headache to go away

we'll starve to death. I need to eat now."

Romy heads toward the staircase that leads to the second floor. "Please just go ahead

without me. I'll come down if I can." 

As Harvey watches Romy's slow trudge up the stairs, she seems as gutted as she was in

the early years of widowhood. It's the anniversary week of the accident and symptoms of

Romy's PTSD, never fully resolved after the car accident she holds herself responsible for, have

returned.

Helena's lips curl with such malicious triumph Harvey decides it's time to pick a battle.

He whistles a tune as he drains the pasta then stirs it into the homemade sauce. Helena takes a
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He whistles a tune as he drains the pasta then stirs it into the homemade sauce. Helena takes a

seat at the table. Before she can flip her plate over, Harvey slops a scoopful of pasta and sauce

on the upside-down plate. He picks up the milk jug and gives her glass the same treatment.

"Mom!" Helena shrieks as she jumps away from the table, upending her chair, "Harvey is evil."

"Shh," Harvey says, "your mom needs quiet." He shares a grin with giggling Mark,

rights two plates, and serves two portions of pasta. He taps the table near a stream of red sauce

flowing from Helena's plate toward the spilled milk. "Eat up, kiddo," he says, "you don't want to

be late for the fair."
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Gillian Whitlock cheers in the stands with the other parents as Anatole, her son, celebrates a win

with his Damascus Dandies baseball team. Her husband, Frank, captures one of her hands. He

holds her gaze with bright eyes that beg for confirmation; they really are this happy, this blessed.

"Does it get any better?" Frank leans in to say.

Gillian takes in the view of Goat Mountain: her like-minded friends, the sweet field she

played on as a child, their happy son giving his teammates high-fives near the dug-out. The

uncomplicated, trusting man by her side. Better? No. But it isn't better that she wants. It's

Simon.

She reclaims her hand. As they've done all season after a win, the parents form an

impromptu conga line to wind through the bleachers. When they reach Gillian and Frank, hands

reach out to pull the couple in.

The crazy, celebratory dance would stop dead if Gillian's thoughts were broadcast. The

women would hate her for undervaluing the husband and son they covet. The men would regret

not having made a play for her themselves if she's so easy to get into bed. They'd all be wrong.
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She knows exactly what she has and nothing about her year-long affair with Simon is easy.

On the day she met her lover, the trajectory of her life, and those of her husband and son,

was set. Frank, who struggled briefly with alcohol in his twenties, will turn to it in excess to ease

the agony he doesn't see coming. Anatole will become a neurotic young man, one who distrusts

women and hates his mother. Sooner rather than later Gillian's all-consuming darkness will play

through to its final destructive end.

When he reaches the end of a row, Frank breaks off from the conga line. He takes Gillian

with him, turning her toward him with tenderness. In the field, the teens do cartwheels, their

energy barely tapped by the game.

Gillian knows what to expect next from Frank. He'll repeat the four simple words of the

proposal she accepted at seventeen because marriage to a normal man seemed like rescue.

Gillian's heart beats an SOS. Her asthmatic lungs beg for the medication she won't take. "Grow

old with me," her husband says, asking of Gillian the impossible.


